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The President Says
Happy New Year to you all,
2010 was a very good year and we look forward to 2011 with optimism. The number of new members continues to
increase. Interest from the Tiggers, our under 40’s group, remains strong. Our activity program is rounded and well
factorized. We saw significant interest in Canyoning and Kayaking and we have welcomed over 40 members into
full membership.
The year saw a number of new initiatives in leadership, training and competence skills for Kayaking.
Planning is underway for the programme for the reunion of 2011 and further details will be coming soon.
Hardy thanks to all the committee who have worked hard throughout the year and continue to developed programs
through 2011 and we draw your attention to the separate note on the election of a new committee in 2011.
Ron Watters

Editor’s Note
Hope you all had a wonderful time over the holidays. When it wasn’t pouring, the weather was just perfect for
bushwalking! Thank all members who have contributed articles and photographs, provided advice and offered
support over the last year. The newsletters and magazines are dependent on your articles.
Melinda Turner ( editor@sbw.org.au or turner.melinda@gmail.com )

Up Coming Club Elections
Whist the Annual General Meeting (AGM) will not be held till 9 March 2011, in order to ensure a smooth transition,
we would ask that interested Members start to think about if they would like to stand for a Committee role. It’s not
all that onerous, and it’s a good way for Members to “give something back to the Club”.
Our current Constitution requires the following office-bearers for the Club:
President
Vice-President
Secretary (& Public Officer)
Treasurer
Membership Secretary
New Members Secretary (we would like to continue to combine with the Membership Secretary)
Walks Secretary
Social Secretary
Conservation Secretary (currently vacant)
Magazine Editor
2 ordinary members (the functions performed can vary i.e. Training Secretary and
Communications Secretary, which is currently vacant)
2 Delegates to the N.S.W. Federation of Bushwalking Clubs
The Constitution requires that Nominations of candidates be made verbally at the Annual General Meeting (& are
subject to the verbal consent of the candidate). The elected term is for 1 year.
Whilst Nominations can’t be made till the AGM, it is quite permissible for Members to “Express Interest” in a role
ahead of the AGM. Please do so by sending me a ring or send an email to wattersr@bigpond.net.au (please cc the
Secretary if sending an email macdonald-helen@bigpond.com). There is also the opportunity to join the current
Committee right now, by filling our current Vacancies for Conservation Secretary and Communications Secretary.
As Votes have to be cast in person at the AGM (Postal or Proxy Votes are not allowed by the Constitution at this
time) can everyone please reserve the night of 9 March, and come along to the meeting. Please also appreciate
that Members need to be financial in order to vote.
In addition to the roles above, there are a number of non Committee roles. These are not elected positions, and
are filled by the Committee appointing Members as needed:
-

Database Administrator
Web Master
Assistant Treasurer/Business Manager (we need someone to expand our income from advertising and
from Sponsorship)

Having a strong, professional and vibrant Committee is essential for the health of the Club, and to ensure Members
receive the services they joined for. Please give close consideration to standing for an appropriate role (It would be
a great thing if all Members rotated through serving on the Committee during their time in the Club).
1.

The Barnacles / November 27
Michael Keats
It is rare if not a ‘first’ for a prospective member to write the walk report for an SBW walk. The following
article is based on track notes from Ian Thorpe’s walk to The Barnacles written by club prospective
member Michael Keats. Michael has been a member of the Bush Club for 11 years and written four books
on bushwalking in the Greater Blue Mountains National Park. Ed.
The party comprised Ian Thorpe, leader, Jason Lorch, Rebecca Lorch and Rosemary MacDougall, members, Michael
Keats, Jon Bracs and Brendan Anderson, as prospective members. The walk took place on 27th November 2010.
“The Barnacles,” as a name was coined by Ian Thorpe in 2007 when he began exploring this part of the northern
Blue Mountains National Park. He applied the name to a short north – south trending ridge around spot height 972,
GR 497 908, Mount Wilson 1:25000 topographic map. The topography reminded Ian of ‘magnified barnacles’
commonly found on rocky coastlines.
For anyone familiar with the canyons of Bell1. and Du Faur2. Creeks it is no surprise that this country is rugged and
the few crossing points for these creeks are rare and very specific in location. There are few useful iconic visual
markers. Precise navigation is an absolutely essential, and Ian did an excellent job in leading the group.
After completing the car shuffle the walk commenced at 0815 at the Roads and Traffic Authority Heavy Vehicle
Checking Station at Bell. A service track north to the 125 kV power line was initially followed to a ridge crest.
Where the track crosses under the power line waratahs (Telopea speciosissima) have flourished, the dying brilliant
red flowers of the current season were everywhere.
At 0825 the service track ended while we continued north following the descending crest of the ridge. At 0835 a
fine example of a brilliant sulphur yellow, myxomycotic slime mould3. (unnamed) in plasmodium phase was seen
and photographed. The early, humid seasonal conditions for these and similar moulds have been exceptional.
As we pushed on the forested terrain became more open and pagoda formations more frequent. At 0900 stopped on
a prominent outcrop, GR 487 904. Now followed a succession of ascents and descents, many involving pagoda
climbs as we approached The Barnacles. Readings were noted at 0910, GR 488 906, 0940 at GR 492 910. From these
high points we had south facing skyline views of the Bells Line of Road, particularly of Watertrough Hill, 1093m and
Flagstaff Hill, 1074m. To the west the collection of isolated rocks known as Submarine Rock was easy to identify.
It is worth recording that the wildflowers generally were in fine display. There were drifts of pink Kunzea capitata
everywhere, lots of pink Boronia microphylla and sporadic patches of Flannel Flower, Actinotus helianthi sighted
during the course of the entire walk.
More immediately and to the NE we could pick out the course of the Wollangambe River and the high but deeply
recessed cliffs of the Bell Creek - Wollangambe River junction. Just before 1000 we ascended the first barnacle of
The Barnacles, GR 497 908, where after taking in the 360 degree views, a shady overhang with a breathtaking drop
below provided a perfect eerie for morning tea. The twenty minute break was most welcome.
During morning tea Ian discovered he had acquired a traveller - a beetle had hitched a ride on his hat. From a close
up photo I have tried to do an ID on this beast without much luck. All I can say with any certainty is that it is a
Coleopterid and could belong to one of 117 families and be one of more than 28,200 species! During the walk we
were also entertained by thousands of black and white butterflies, all apparently flying in a direction somewhere
east of north.

Du Faur Creek upstream from
the canyon section

Leader Ian Thorpe at the must
stop for a break site high above
Du Faurs Creek and Canyon
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Pausing on a ridge. L-R Jason
Lorch, Rosemary MacDougal,
Rebecca Lorch and Jon Bracs

The Barnacles / November 27 cont.
Soon after resuming we were treated to the sight of a pair of cockatoos in the middle distance. In flight they had
red tail feathers underneath and I suspect they were Red Tailed Black Cockatoos, Calyptorhynchus banksi, although
it is hard to be certain. Caley, Neville, W. in “What Bird is That?” is singularly unhelpful about describing birds in
flight. His comments about preferred habitat are virtually identical for all the major black cockatoos!
Progressing eastwards over a continuous succession of high points and deep saddles, readings were taken at 1055,
GR 504 906, 1110, GR 507 904 and 1125, GR 508 903. Each high point providing a changing kaleidoscope of views of
the convergence of the Wollangambe River and Bell Creek. A good spurt of walking over the next 35 minutes or so
had us on a high point above Bell Creek – 920m, GR 517 907. On the way I took a photo of a glorious bright Tufted
Blue Lily Thelionema caespitosum (formerly Stypandra caespitosa).
It was now 1203, and time to find a way down into Bell Creek and the crossing point. As we commenced the
descent, Ian drew attention to a ground cover lichen, with a porous, almost coralline structure. Purvis, William, in
his useful guide titled “Lichens” says of the lichens generally: “Lichens are mini-ecosystems, consisting of at least
two organisms: a fungus (mycobiont) and a photosynthetic partner (photobiont)” Purvis continues with a lot more
technical detail but for the casual observer it is worth noting that what we see and call lichens are in fact only the
fungal partner (photobiont) because every lichen has a unique fungus.
The descent into Bell Creek involved negotiating the cliff line using several inclined ramps and choosing negotiable
routes at different points so the total descent involved quite a bit of time as various options were tested. The final
part of the descent was via a mini rain forest bedecked ramp with classic stands of tree ferns and moss encrusted
rock walls.
Bell Creek was flowing well and we crossed it easily at a very shallow spot using fallen logs. Instinctively, and based
on previous visits Ian knew the perfect spot for lunch, GR 519 902. This is a small but idyllic setting in the shade of
a stand of Black Wattle (Callicoma serratifolia). Here Bell Creek backs up a long deep pool and is the recognized
exit point for the Upper Bell Creek Canyon. Given the humid conditions the pool was tempting for a swim. I
stripped down to the jocks but the water was too cold to do more than wade and have a good splash. Most of the
group at least had a wade. A water sample was collected here for the “Water Data Bank” conducted by Dr. Ian
Wright at the University of Western Sydney.
Leaving after our lunch break Ian pointed out a canyoners track, however this was not for us - that track heads SW
back up the ridges towards Watertrough Hill. Our way of route was more to the SE across an unnamed tributary of
Bell Creek. Initially we climbed up a rock ledge and then kept climbing to the top of a ridge at GR 521 899. Our stay
on the crest was short as almost immediately we began a descent into an unnamed tributary of Bell Creek. This was
reached at 1350, GR 521 898. Ian reported that this was the first time he had seen this creek flowing. Water bottles
were replenished here.
At this point Ian advised that he had previously explored two options for continuing the walk, one slightly shorter
than the other. The longer option is the more scenic and this is the one we followed. Back in climbing mode we
attained the ridge crest, GR 524 896 at 1405. Another canyoners track was our friend for a short while during our
west - east traverse of the ridge separating the Bell Creek and Du Faur Creek catchments. At GR 535 895 we headed
south into a magic gully that led all the way down into Du Faur Creek.
Near the top, this descent was in part via a watercourse, then some clambering down a series of rock shelves and
then back into another rainforest filled ravine with huge mature examples of the soft stemmed tree fern, Dicksonia
Antarctica, some specimens being almost half a metre in diameter and well over 3m in height - a truly lovely,
sylvan spot. Minutes later our ravine connected with Du Faur Creek at GR 534 891. It was now 1500 and time for our
first afternoon tea break. It was delightful sitting on the bank, and, had we more time and wet suits it would have
been fabulous to explore downstream where we later realized from a vantage point just how spectacular this creek
really is.
Refreshed once more, we climbed on a very narrow peninsula of rock that reveals from the top some 15m up just
how special this spot is. The current 1:25000 topographic map is inaccurate in portraying the several tight
convolutions of Du Faur Creek and the conjoining of two major tributaries. From our elevated position, we could
see that we were now surrounded on 3 sides by a tight ‘squared hairpin bend’ where Du Faur Creek and a major
tributary converge. At roughly the midpoint of the squared end Du Faur Creek takes a further 90 degree turn and
enters a constricted canyon section with walls rising to well over 30m. In my field notes I wrote one word - “Wow!”
We had to content ourselves with taking photographs. What a superb spot.
Whilst on our observation point, a juvenile Eastern Water Dragon (Physignathus lesuerii) eyed us off before
disappearing into a secluded crevice. Also at this point I noted a mature Grass Tree, Xanthorrhoea australis and
decided to check it out for examples of “resin balls”4., which these plants when mature, develop and then ‘pop’
out onto the ground. I was in luck and able to retrieve and hand around samples. Earlier I had spoken about the use
of this resin by the Aboriginals who used to melt these “resin balls” to bond sharpened rock points to their hunting
spears.
3.

The Barnacles / November 27 cont.
For me the climb up to the next high point was easy as I was running on a heady mix of euphoria and adrenalin from
the amazing views of Du Faur Creek. Where Ian led us to next was just as special as the view of the Du Faur
Canyon, except we now had a stunning 360 degree view of the upper reaches of the Du Faur Creek and its major
tributary where a successive series of right angled bends with soaring cliffs up to 70m high gives an apparent ‘box
end” finish to Du Faur Creek. It is of course, an optical illusion, but none the less another “Wow!” location.
The GR here is 532 888 and logically the location of our second afternoon tea. (Ian is a generous leader).
Immediately to our east is the main east (but unnamed) branch of Du Faur Creek, and further east again the ridge
carrying the road from the Bells Line of Road to Mount Wilson. During the break I was asked the name of a tufted,
creamy yellow flowering plant growing on the edge of our afternoon tea spot. Sorry it does not have a common
name but it is Cassinia denticulata. The 15 minutes break passed all too quickly.
The next 200m walking alongside the edge of these cliffs provided a continuing view of the magic world of the west
branch of Du Faur Creek. It was now after 1600 and we had some distance to walk along a ridge all the way back to
the cars. There were a number of interesting sightings on the way including a ‘stock still –so –you – cannot – seeme’ Mountain Dragon, Tympanocryptis diemensis. Also observed was a very handsome native cockroach,
Cosmozosteria sp. with its cream selvedge on show. Less desirable was a colony of Sawflies (Perga sp). These
beasties have the defensive ability to ‘spit’ out unpleasant liquids. In numbers they are capable of defoliating
young eucalypts.
The way back to the road was rendered more bearable by an increasing cloud cover however the humidity was
relentless. I made notes of waypoints at 1610, GR 530 886, 1630, GR 527 879, 1655, GR 527 875 and 1730 GR 522
865. The vehicles at GR 519 858 were reached a shade before 1800. A great day out with very pleasant company.
1.

The Sydney Gazette, 9th October 1823: contained the following “ We are happy to announce that Mr. Archibald Bell, junior, of
‘Belmont’ North Richmond, has, after one unsuccessful attempt, effected a passage from that part of the country, to the Cox’s
River, traveling north-west from Richmond about 14m to Picture Hill (Kurrajong Heights), and then due west to Tomah. On going
west, about half way up, he turned south and after proceeding about 1m in that direction, found an excellent passage down it.
He then proceeded round the side of the opposite hill” (now Mt. Bell) “about 11/2m in a north –west direction and then bore
west for the remainder of the day and north west the next day till he reached the Cox’s River. The name Bell Creek is further
recognition of Archibald Bell. Keats, Michael & Fox Brian Kenneth, The Upper Grose Valley – Bushwalkers Business, 2010 pp 418.
2.

Named after Eccelston Du Faur (1832 – 1915). Shown on Myles Dunphy’s Central Blue Mountains Map, 1965. Du Faur was the
team leader in October 1875 of a photographic expedition to advertise the beauty of the mountains to the world. Du Faur
founded the Geographical Society of Australia and became its first chairman in 1892. It was he who advocated the preservation
of Ku-ring-gai Chase, which was dedicated in 1894. Keats, Michael & Fox Brian Kenneth, The Upper Grose Valley – Bushwalkers
Business, 2010 pp 435-436.
3.

Slime moulds are a distinctive group of organisms sharing some of the characters of amoeba and fungi. They belong to a
separate kingdom known as Protoctista

4.

European settlers harvested the resinous gum to make varnishes and lacquers. During World War II many cans of tinned food
sent to the Australian troops in the Pacific had a protective coat of grass tree varnish to keep the containers from rusting

Rebecca on a rock blade
above Du Faur Creek

Rosemary MacDougal at the crossing
point on Du Faur Creek
4.

Walking Wet on the Edge / December 5
Tony Holgate
The forecast was for rain, rain, rain - another wet Sunday. The causeway at Glenbrook was closed to cars due to
the high water level, preventing the bushwalk as planned. But there were 16 willing walkers and we were there
ready to go.
So we did a variation on a theme - walking at the edge of the Blue Labyrinth and exploring a couple of the creeks
that cut into the “Labyrinth”. We walked and scrambled our way up Glenbrook Creek, until we found a safe creek
crossing. There were some deep holes, but the group worked together very well to help get everyone across safely.
There was the usual laughter that comes with getting out of town and walking in the bush. The sun came out for a
while and we stopped for a swim in Glenbrook Creek at the junction with Kanuka Brook. The route up Kanuka Brook
was quite overgrown and tiring walking with lots of ups, downs, unders and making our way around thick bush,
pools, rocks and logs. The bush here has grown significantly in the last couple of years, but it and the creeks are
looking great. There was also a green frog sighting. We had to cross Kanuka Brook four times - wet feet were the
order of the day. Lunch was briefly interrupted by marauding bull ants. Interestingly, the bull ants seemed to be
both very numerous and very active in Kanuka with several people doing the "b" ant dance when they discovered
they were standing on a nest. Late in the afternoon there was a shower, but it quickly passed. Eventually we
reached the track out from Crayfish Pool. Unfortunately, time constraints meant we did not have time to see the
beautiful waterfall at Crayfish Pool. We walked up to the Red Hand Ridge fire trail and down to Red Hand Cave.
After a quick inspection of the Aboriginal artworks, we followed Campfire Creek down. Campfire Creek is looking
very healthy after all the rain. The track down Campfire Creek takes you all the way to the Causeway across
Glenbrook Creek. Another ankle deep creek crossing and back to the cars.
Although the walk was only 13.5 km, it took some effort due to the high creeks, patches of thick bush, rock hopping
in the creeks, scrambling and slippery conditions. We did not arrive back at the cars until 6:45 pm - but we got out
of the park before they locked the gates. This is a lovely walk with beautiful creeks and we had a great group of
walkers. Congratulations to Genevieve on completing her membership qualifications with this walk - welcome to
SBW. There will be more walks in the “Labyrinth”, an amazing (excuse the pun) area close to Sydney.
A few of us adjourned to the pub for dinner, a couple of drinks, tall tales and much laughter.
Participants were:
Tony Holgate
Robert Bettis (P)
Jason Lorch
Jenny Fraser (P)
Kathryn Reid (P)
Anthony Anderson
Michelle McFadden (P)
Jo Rhoden (P)
Anna Thorwart (P)
David Baker (P)
Jen Edwards (P)
Derek Ledan (P)
Rebecca Lorch
Genevieve Avery (P)
Jenny Xia (P)
Jim Close
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Not Morong Deep - Ti Willa Creek Instead / Dec 18 - 19
Mark Dabbs
Arriving Saturday morning I realized there was a mutiny afoot due to the very cold, wet, windy conditions. I had to
change the trip from Morong Deep to a walk towards 100 man cave. We later found Morong Deep was in flood and
would have been dangerous to attempt (another group had gone down and been forced to retreat). A good decision
by the group.

Wrong car park for Morong Deep!

Repacking … getting rid of wetsuits, shark skin, many waterproof bags etc we headed off towards Cloudmaker. Very
high winds made the trip quite cool. Cloud cover the whole weekend kept temperatures low. At the Kanangra Walls
climb down (towards Kilpatrick Causeway) one member, who will remain nameless, but edits the SBW magazine,
found her volleys (brought for Morong Deep) were too small. She would have to turn back or end up with blistered
and possibly bleeding feet.
Lisa and the leader came to her rescue and run back to the cars to collecting the spare pair of shoes. Mean while,
the rest of the party moved on to wait at Cloudmaker for the two runners. The trip across to Cloudmaker was
uneventful, other than being blown off the track a few times by the high winds. Glad we didn’t do Morong Deep!!
Lunch on Cloudmaker and on towards Compagnoni Pass. The aim being to do the pass, head down to Ti-Willa creek
and find a camp site. About 1km from the pass the rain started. Some of us were not prepared. We had gear for
Morong Deep and were not worried about a bit of rain on the return as we would have been wet for the whole day
anyway. However, for the walk, the rain presented a different problem. We wanted to keep dry!!! And the wind
made it freezing!! We needed to heading back to 100 man cave. And of course the rain stopped. A detour to 1,000
man cave as some of the group had never seen it. Nothing has changed. And of course the rain had totally cleared
allowing magnificent views to Mittagong and beyond.
A short stroll saw us at 100 man cave by 4.30. And it rained again. We collected wood … it rained some and blew
hard! A wonderful, social night in the cave feeling dry, roomy and happy. Overnight the weather again came in but
cleared up a little for the morning.
Sunday we headed off down to Ti-Willa Creek. Our aim was to follow it down to Dex Creek. Sue had done a search
and rescue down this way and mentioned one waterfall that might present a problem. One of those “rope handy”
types of descents!! Our shoe lady decided her “crock” style shoes would not be all that great for rock hopping,
climbing or scrambling so turned back with David, after a group discussion. The rest continued on.
Ti-Willa Creek is fantastic, rainforest. We could have been in Barrington Tops. Vines, moss, large trees but no
stinging trees; high, steep sides. Fabulous.
Until the waterfall!!!
Rope handy? Maybe it should be said … rope and abseiling gear required! But not to be beat, Karl found a most
interesting way down on the true left. Neither rope, nor handline required. Thank you Karl!
Not too much further down and Dex Creek appeared. There was a great swimming hole but with the air
temperature around 14 degrees and gusting wind nobody wished for a dip!
Walking/climbing the spur between the two creeks brought us out half way between Dex Creek camping area and
Cloudmaker. The spur was fantastic. Very steep, lots of rock scrambles and many, many, many loose rocks to
trundle down on your fellow bushwalkers. And of course, the best was left to the very last. Just when you think you
are at the top, up looms a serious looking cliff!! Fortunately, with a bit if grunting, it was possible to scale what
ended up being not too bad a climb.
6.

Not Morong Deep - Ti Willa Creek Instead / Dec 18 – 19 cont.
All that was left find the track and head back. Well, we thought so!
At Cloudmaker we checked the log and yes, our two from earlier had passed through a couple of hours ahead of us.
All good. Due to the approaching rain it was decided to push on and have our lunch later. The rains came, along
with a blasting wind. Actually, the blasting wind never ceased. Generally it was stronger when the rain came then
would ease up when the rain passed. Anyway, we pushed on and had lunch on Stormbreaker. Out of the wind.
We managed to get to the cave at Craft Walls without incident. The leader suggested a 15 minute “sleep” for those
wishing. Most could not understand why until a few minutes later the rains came. And they came in buckets for a
while. A sleep for some was had!
Off to Kanangra Walls and the cars. At the Causeway the heavens opened and it rained for the rest of the trip. The
wind made for a very chilly return. More so for some as their rain gear was not up to the pressure. My 3 hour rain
coat had passed its 3 hour waterproof limit quite some time back. No part of me was dry when we arrived at the
cars, less one member. Oh dear!!! We were all chilled, but!!
One member had nipped ahead at Craft Walls and decided for a “convenience” stop but did not tell anyone, nor
leave their pack on the track for the rest of us to wait at. Unbeknown to the rest of us this member was now
behind. Not in front. The party continued to push on. I constantly wondered why this member had not waited
anywhere for us, as they would normally do, but I decided they must be too cold to stop and would meet us at the
cars. In actual fact they had torn off after us. Not knowing the area very well they missed the up climb to the start
of the rock scramble onto Kanangra Walls. Instead they had followed a track around the side of the cliff line, found
it was not correct, went back and found the correct track. They were now further behind so they took off as fast as
they could. And did not bother getting a raincoat out as it would take extra time!! So they got cold! And of
course…. they took the wrong track and started heading out to Coal Seam Cave. Fortunately they realized their
error after 15 minutes (the cliffs were in the wrong place) and returned. And took another wrong track as they
were now getting stressed. A bit of bulldozing and they got onto the correct track and started running. They were
now well and truly behind the main party.
Meanwhile, back at the cars, a party was put together. Warm clothes changed into, I put on my shark skin top as all
my clothes were saturated. We set off. Four of us headed back; so that we could split up if any side tracks needed
searching. I was concerned due to the cold, wet, windy weather. 10 minutes later at the bottom of the steps near
the Dance Floor Cave around the corner runs a solitary figure. Our “missing” member. Smiles all round. Quick trip
back to the cars. Hugs all round and off to Blackheath for dinner, warm up and a de-brief.
Lesson learnt: If you need a toilet break ‘TELL SOMEONE’. At the very least leave you pack in the middle of the
track where it can’t be missed. That way the rest of the party will know to wait.
It was a good, solid walk. We were all stretched a bit. Some more so than others. An interesting place to visit and
good lesson to be learnt. Thanks all for a great trip …. And yes, I will need to put Morong Deep on again for you all.
Hopefully in full sun, hot day, low water!!

Captain Dabbs pretending he can read a map

David in Ti Willa Creek

Participants were:
Mark Dabbs (obviously!! - Leader)
Melinda Turner
Karl Miller
Marcia Kaye
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Lisa McCarthy
David Trinder
Sue Bucknell
Jodie Dixon

Walk
Walks & Other
Other Activities 1 – 31 December,
December, 2010
Stephen Brading
Leaders: After an activity please email completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au
brading123@optusnet.com.au
databasemanager@sbw.org.au
This ensures that the 5 people who take action on Walks Reports receive them promptly.
Please keep the signature sheets as these are a legal document.

Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 4 DEC – Day Activity – S222E
Blue Mountains NP – Wollangambe Lilo:
A fun and leisurely day drifting on lilos through Wollangambe One canyon.
Activity Report:
Initially a great deal of interest was shown in this trip. However the weather decided it had
its own plans for the Wollongambe River. Friends in the mountains also advised me that the
creeks were 'pumping'. Would be participants wisely dropped out and by Saturday morning we
were down to four. We knew the river was flooded but decided to go and have a look any
way. The normal track down the gully to the river was 'flowing' and gave us some indication
of what the river would be like, but it was still a shock to see the normally gently flowing
Wollongambe River a raging torrent. We all retreated to Blackheath. A big thank you to Alan
Wells for accepting four soggy bush walkers into his home for afternoon tea.
SAT 4 DEC – Day Walk – M111(Easy)
14 km
Katandra and Rumbalara Reserves:
Lisarow station - St John's Lookout - Gosford station.
Walk Report:
We commenced the walk in light drizzle, which fortunately stopped after a couple of
kilometres. We made our way by road and then fire trail up into Katandra Reserve under
cloudy skies, stopping at St John’s Lookout to see the great (if misty) views across the valleys
towards Kincumba Mountain and the ocean in the Terrigal-Avoca area. We then followed a
mix of foot tracks and a fire trails to a spot on the ridgeline where we stopped for lunch with
filtered views of the valleys through the trees. At the same time we found that leaches also
wanted to have lunch – on us!!! So we had to keep a wary eye out for them while we
munched away on our repast. We continued along the ridgeline through pleasant forests,
arriving at Rumbalara from where there were more good views from several spots. Finally it
was down, down, down the steep track through the leach-laden forest into Gosford where we
finished our trip with coffees/ teas/hot chocolates at a donut shop which had several tables
available for us. We spent much of the time checking for leaches hiding in our socks and
shoes! There were one or two bloodied feet to attend to! Nevertheless we had a lot o good
fun on this walk, and much camaraderie on the train back to Sydney.
SUN 5 DEC – Day Walk – M211 (Easy/Medium)
Q
14km
The Blue Labyrinth:
Red Hands Ridge - Glenn Vera - Kanuka Brook - Toby Ridge - Tobys Rill - Kanuka Brook - Red
Hands Ridge.
See Magazine Article:
WEEKEND 4-5 DEC – Weekend Walk – M123
16 km 600m↓↑.
Nattai NP - Russells Needle:
This is a leisurely back pack down Starlights Track to the Nattai River, thence upstream to
view the spectacular Russells Needle.
Walk Report:
We made it down to McArthurs Flat without incident. It had rained a lot, and the Nattai was
a raging, uncrossable torrent. The track up the Nattai is impossible to follow; it appears and
disappears. When we were forced to leave the river to go around difficult spots, we found
the steep slopes very soft, and footholds unreliable. Even the most solid looking rocks were
liable to come loose as soon as any weight was put on them. Although it didn’t rain, we were
soaked from the water on the bushes.
Our objective was Russells Needle, but we gave up well short of it. We camped a little
downstream from Rocky Waterholes Ck. Rosemary got a fire going, despite the lack of dry
fuel. Dinner was proceeding nicely, when the heavens opened at 8 p.m., sending us scurrying
to our tents. It poured for about four hours.
On Sunday we made no attempt to follow the river. We went up the slope and sidled all the
way around to Starlights Trail, at about 400m altitude. Even that high, there were several
creeks to get across; they tended to be in steep gullies and to have a lot of nasty scrub
around them. It took 3hrs to do about 1.5 km.
We finished at 1 p.m., picked off the leeches, and went home for lunch.
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Activity Participants
Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Tony Holgate
Vivien de Remy
Courcelles

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Jeannette Kendall (P)
John O’Riordan (P)
Rolf Marsden (P)
Lisa Sheldon
Lyn Terry
Julian Martin (P)
John Robb (P)

Tony Holgate
& Others

Leigh McClintock
Theresa Wannisch (P)
Rosemary MacDougal
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Walks & Other Activities 1 – 31 December cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 11 DEC – Day Activity – 222E Canyon Grade 3
8km +/- 300m
Serendipity Canyon:
Mt Wilson area canyon, (Entry Level). The canyon is 5 abseils of a moderate level. On track
walk in and out.
Activity Report:
The weather was warm to hot with clear skies which was suited this canyon, as with all
canyons there are several extra hazards particularly the abseils and rock scrambling in and
out of waterfalls and rock pools which everyone handled well. Serendipity is an entry level
canyon with some really special rock sculptures caused by the water and wind erosion. The
walk started at 0815 hrs which allowed us to be first in the canyon that day, which was really
good as two groups were just behind us with approx 20 people. Wollongambe canyon has 6
abseils. Ranging from easy to moderate, and everyone seem to enjoy themselves even when
being completely immersed in the waterfall sections. Then we had to swim / wade up the
Wollongambe River to the normal exit, but as we had finished fairly early and the group was
easily handling the conditions, we now had an option to do a second canyon of “Kelvinator”
which is a grade 4 canyon. This canyon has 4 abseils with a lot of scrambling with the last
abseil being difficult and disappearing into a narrow slot canyon which was very dark and had
glow worms in it, we then exiting downstream to the Wollongambe and swam and floated to
our exit point and then back to the cars at 1915 hrs.

Activity Participants
Terry Moss
David Trinder
Ian Wolfe
Rod Wales
Jim Close
Vivien de Remy
Courcelles
Melinda Turner

de

A Big day with two canyons, but everyone had smiles on. Actual time 11 hrs
SUN 12 DEC – Day Activity – 222E Canyon Grade 2
Dalpura Canyon:
North Grose area canyon, (Entry Level). An easy, but varied and beautiful canyon. A couple
of deep wades, 3 short abseils. Short walk in and out, relatively easy starts on the abseils,
but a little varied.
Activity Report:
Melinda’s comment: This was an excellent little canyon very well lead by Rod. Terrific views
over the Grose Valley. Great trip!
WEEKEND 11-12 DEC – Weekend Activity – M233E
Myall Lakes National Park - OVERNIGHT KAYAK TRIP:
Launch from and finish at Violet Hill. Actual direction and route that we paddle will depend
on the weather forecast but will probably include a circumnavigation of the top (Myall) lake.
Distances in the vicinity of 20 km on Saturday (and Friday for 3 day people) and 15km on
Sunday.
Activity Report:
Some arrived Wednesday and organized themselves into paddling the whole lake system.
However, as they were early the leader had not arranged good weather for them. The rest of
us drove up Friday night, one on Saturday morning and looked a little bleary eyed. Saturday
was fine with light cloud but warm. A little wind to help those with sails. The trip across Myall
Lake proper was great, black swans, fantastic clear water and top company. Bird Island was
true to form with birds covering every part of the island … until we got too close. In the usual
fashion we all looked out for each other. Well done crew. The camp site at Shelly Beach was
true to form. Lovely grassed areas and composting toilet. There was only one other group of
young teens but they were at the end of a 4 day trip so were tired. We heard no noise from
them. I do believe one person, who will remain nameless, called out in a very loud voice to a
‘would be’ dumper to take his garbage with him. His reply was that he was coming back and
would pick it up on his return. His return resulted in him coming over and, looking very large
and intimidating, requesting who the rude person was suggesting he was going to dump his
rubbish. All but one pointed to … the shouter. It was good to see how the group stuck up for
each other … until there could have been problems … thanks guys!!! Sunday was a short trip
to the coffee/ice cream shop at Bomba Point and return. I should point out, one person
dropped out Saturday afternoon … after the babies had been fed. He was going home.
Another 3 dropped out early Friday morning (they had arranged this previously and had
already been up since Wednesday) so we ended up with 8. Does this mean the leader failed to
keep his 90% participants so failed as leader ..!?!? It was a great weekend with fantastic
company in a beautiful area
SAT 18 DEC – Day Walk – S223E
8km 200 ↑
Blue Mountains NP - Upper Du Faurs Creek:
Mt Wilson Rd – October Creek – over ridge to Du Faur Creek – down the creek – up the ridge –
cross October Creek – back to cars.
Walk Report:
The original plan was passed on the assumption that it would be hot. The reality was a cool,
overcast windy day. So extended swims were out. We kept to the original route for the most
part, but whenever the water got too deep we went over land. We saw plenty of interesting
country; Du Faur Creek has a different character upstream of the canyon section, varying
between a "typical" creek in a gully to stretches with close walls and long deep pools. October
Creek had a long pool that could only be avoided by a big climb onto the adjacent ridge. The
diversion offered great views. We need to return on a hotter day.
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Rod Wales
David Trinder
Ian Wolfe
Sue Bucknell
Jim Close
Vivien de Remy
Courcelles
Melinda Turner

Mark Dabbs
Owen Kimberly
Lisa Mackay
Michele Powell
Bradley Russ
Tony Manes
Kay Chan
Don Andrews
Rick Angel
Ken Collins
Juni Leppanen
Bill Raffle

Ian Thorpe
Michael Keats (P)
Yuri Bolotin (P)
Peter Hart (V)
Brian Stirk (V)
Huw ap Rees
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Walks & Other Activities 1 – 31 December cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route

Activity Participants

SUN 19 DEC – Day Walk – M122 (Easy-Medium)
14km
Royal NP:
Otford station - Clifftop Track - The Squeezeway - Burning Palms - Figure 8 Pool - Palm
Jungle – Otford station.
Walk Report:
We left Otford station, headed uphill to Otford Gap from where there are spectacular coastal
views, and then took the Clifftop Track. Along the way we stopped at Bulgo Lookout, from
where there are great views down to Burning Palms beach and the ocean far below. We then
took the Squeezeway Track down to the beach. The track is indistinct, steep, scrubby, and
hard to follow, which made progress slow. We stopped for lunch in a shady clearing behind
the southern end of the beach, and some of our group took the chance to go for a swim. We
then followed the rocks around to Figure 8 Pool, after which we went up the cliffline to the
Palm Jungle Track, and made our way back to the station. There were some great viewing
points along the way. After arriving at the station it started to rain heavily, so our timing was
excellent. Overall it was a great day, full of wonderful coastal scenery.

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
David Baker (P)
Jenette Kendall (P)
Lisa Sheldon
John O’Riordan (P)
Nicky Williams (P)
John Robb (P)
Sarah Wang (P)
Rolf Marsden (P)
Kathleen Fuchs-Pererson
(P)
Lynn Terry
Gisela Schaupp (P)
Renee Neeley (P)
Dave McRae (P)
Rudi Werner
Carol Werner
Simon Ellis (P)
Tony Holgate
Penelope Irvine

SUN 19 DEC – Day Activity – Canyon Grade 1
BLUE MOUNTAINS NP –LILO:
Lilo Du Faurs Creek.
Activity Report:
Due to a massive cold front, stretching from south of Tassie to Queensland, passing over the
Great Divide it was decided not to go down De Faurs Creek. The only 2 left were Penelope
Irvine and I. Rather than waste a day, we walked from Govetts Leap down to Junction Rock Blue Gum Forest - Perry's Lookdown - Pulpit Rock and back to Govetts. A lovely walk with a
range of weather conditions - cold, rain, windy and even a little warm and humid climbing
Perry's.
WEEKEND 18-19 DEC – Weekend Walk –
Kanangra Area: Morong Deep
See Magazine article
WED 22 DEC – Half Day walk – E111
9.5km
Summer Solstice walk Spit to Manly:
Leave Spit Bridge at 3AM (i.e. in the dark) so we can have breakfast at 40 Baskets Beach and
welcome the sunrise at 5.41AM. Then a not so brisk walk to Manly.
Walk Report:
Only six persons braved the 3AM start but all were rewarded with a delightful night with
superb views of the Sydney Harbour Heads at 4AM and champagne breakfast at 40 Baskets
Beach. No lizards though.
MON 27 DEC – Day walk – M211
Oatley/Peakhurst post-pudding walk:
Oatley Station - Oatley Park - Gannons Reserve - Boggywell Creek – Oatley Park - Oatley
Station.
Walk Report:
Rain threatened but apart from a bit of drizzle the weather remained fine and cool enough for
comfortable walking. We had an easy start on road and track through the northern end of
Oatley Park and down Gannons Reserve, but an attempt to round the point from Boggeywell
Creek to Lime Kiln Bay proved unsuccessful… to avoid getting bogged in the mangroves, we
had to turn back and take to the streets- - the creek name should have given us a clue! We
got back onto the track (clearly marked on my map) but soon found it was very overgrown,
almost to the point of non-existence, but we struggled through and finally made it back to
Oatley Park. The remainder of the walk was on pleasant bush tracks enjoying the water views
and Christmas Bush, before the final road stroll back to the start.
FRI 31 DEC – Social ActivityMosman to Bradleys Head to watch the midnight fireworks. / Picnic dinner
Activity Report:
Yes, our NYE walk to watch the fireworks did go with 8 participants – Great Time had by all.
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Patrick McNaught
Helen Lalas
Peter Cunningham
Anita McMahon
Christina Riolo
and friend (V)

Helen Lalas
Sue Yap
Christine McColl
Helen Bateman (P)
Gisela Schaupp (P)

Kathy Gero
& Patrick McNaught
with 6 others

Walks
Walks & Other Activities 1 – 31 December cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route

Activity Participants

DEC 26 – JAN 2 – Activity
Christmas Holiday in the Snowy Mountains:
Stay at the Windarra Ski Lodge in Smiggin Holes. .
Activity Report:
Twenty people enjoyed a summer week in the snowy mountains. Most people see it covered
in snow in winter but summer in the area is a little known secret. We had the mountains to
ourselves and at the same time enjoyed the comforts of luxury accommodation at the
Windarra Ski Lodge.
Our first walk was the 20km Lakes walk in windy, sometimes foggy weather and that including
a trip to the top of Mount Kosciuszko. The second, a little more adventurous, up Mount
Twynam and down the main range to Mount Tate and Consett Steven Pass and down to
Guthega. On Wednesday we drove around to Thredbo and walked down the Ramshead Range.
That was an easy walk for those who wanted that but some were not content with an easy
walk and walked up the 500m under the chair lift instead of taking a ride or attempted a walk
to Mount Townsend.
On Thursday and Friday we mustered 11 people for an overnight walk to north of Schlink Pass
and as far as Tarn Bluff, an old favorite SBW camping place and returned on Friday night to an
all contributing fancy dress New Years Eve party. On Saturday some walked to Mount
Townsend. They could not get enough of it.

David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Michelle Powell
Owen Kimberley
Jim Close
Valerie Close
Miranda Close
Roger Zhu
Grace Zhu
George Zhu
Jan Roberts
Miriam Kirwan
Margaret Rozea
Sandra See
Andrew Vilder
Renee Neely
Pam Campbell

2011 Rogaining Events in NSW
http://www.nswrogaining.org/AboutEvents/AboutEvents.htm
Date

Name

Location/Link

22-23
January

Australian Championships

Tasmania
http://arc2011.rt.asn.au/

20 February

Metrogaine 6 hour
http://www.nswrogaining.org/AboutEvents/Events/11MG/11MG.htm

Parramatta Region

6 March

ACT Paddy Pallin 6 hour

ACTRA
http://j15.act.rogaine.asn.au/actcalendar.html

20 March

Minigaine 3 hour

Metropolitan Sydney

10 April

ACT 6 hour Cycle Rogaine

ACTRA
http://j15.act.rogaine.asn.au/actcalendar.html

16 April

Autumn Rogaine
24 & 15 in 24 hour

Gundy, Upper Hunter Valley

14-15 May

ACTRA Championships

ACTRA
http://j15.act.rogaine.asn.au/actcalendar.html

19 June

Paddy Pallin 6 hour

Within two hours of Sydney
(probably south)

13 August

Lake Macquarie 6/12 hour

Lake Macquarie region

17-18
September

Spring 24 & 15 in 24 hour rogaine
(incorporating the NSW Championships)

20 November

Socialgaine 6 hour

Northern suburbs of Sydney
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Music in the Bush at Coolana
Patrick James
The SBW 74th Annual Reunion will be held on the Weekend of 12/13 March 2011; this follows the Annual General
Meeting on Wednesday 9 March 2011. At the 2011 Reunion the new SBW President will be sworn into office;
associated with the swearing may be a minor amount of blasphemy and cursing particularly in the absence of insect
repellent.
The Music in the Bush Concert venue will be the Coolana Concert Hall, a cleared area within the escarpment
carefully selected for its acoustic properties with the rock wall acting as a music shell. The Concert Hall site is
close to the carpark (about 50 metres via the Rigby Bypass) and about 100 metres along the main track which is
suitable with minimum assistance for the not-so-fit.
The audience is advised to bring their own chairs; there are no spare chairs at the Concert Hall.

Claudia Douglas waiting to perform at the 2010 Coolana Reunion

3.00
5.00
5.30
6.00
6.30

Saturday
to 5.00 PM
to 5.30 PM
to 5.45 PM
5.45 PM
to 6.30 PM
to 7.30 PM
7.18 PM
7.30 PM
9.00 PM
Sunday
6.52 AM
9.30 AM

2011 Coolana Reunion Weekend Program.
12 March 2011
Pre-concert Socialising, pre Happy Hour, followed by Happy Hour
Music in the Bush Concert Part 1
Intermission, champagne and other refreshments may be consumed
Presidential Investiture with the badges and symbols of office
Music in the Bush Concert Part 2
Downhill migration to river flats, continuation of happy hour, dinner.
Saturday: sunset Australian Eastern Daylight Savings Time
Ignition of camp fire
Supper … traditional health food supper of spinach pie, cake, coffee and Milo
13 March 2011
Sunday: sunrise Australian Eastern Daylight Savings Time
damper baking competition for children, seniors and open, with special prizes for
children
Activities
→swim or canoe the River
→walk through and enjoy the beautiful bush and different habitats of Coolana
→wander to the source of the Coolana water supply
→delve in the cracks, crevasses and caves along the escarpment
→spot one or more of the 44 confirmed bird species on the property

The 2011 Coolana Music in the Bush Concert will be under the artistic direction* of Sue Yap (0437 577
535, sueysw@gmail.com). There are vacancies for both trained and untrained musicians (brass, percussion, piano,
string, wind; banjo, bongo, drum, flute, guitar, keyboard, piano, recorder, saxophone, trumpet, etc). To be an
artiste at the Coolana Music in the Bush Concert would be a highlight on one’s CV. Contact Sue for all musical
matters.
*Claudia Douglas, the artistic director of the inaugural, 2010 Concert, is fully committed studying and has passed
the conductor’s baton to Sue.
Besides attendees, participants and their families willing workers are always welcome. For all non-musical matters
contact Patrick James (pjames28@bigpond.net.au); see also the Sydney Bush Walkers Magazine and Newsletter for
details.
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How to get to SBW’s Coolana
SBW’s property “Coolana” is located in the Kangaroo Valley south of Sydney. Access is via either the Princes
Highway or Hume Highway. The property is on the Tallowa Dam Road, about 100 metres west of the intersection
with Mount Scanzi Road. (Previously Mount Scanzi Road was known as Tallowa Dam Road. On some maps Mount
Scanzi Road may be shown as Budgong Road.) The Land is located at the junction of CMA maps Bundanoon (8928-1S) and Burrier (8928-2-S). The entrance can be located at grid reference 692513 on the Burrier map.
Hume Highway (about 175 km from Sydney)
Travel along the Highway and turn off at Mittagong. Pass through Mittagong to Bowral, along the Bowral bypass to
Kangaloon Road and Sheepwash Road in the direction Fitzroy Falls, then Nowra Road to Kangaroo Valley. Pass over
historic Hampden Bridge (opened 19 May 1898 by J H Young Minister for Public Works, the oldest suspension bridge
in Australia) and then take the second road to the right, Mount Scanzi Road.
Princes Highway (about 185 km from Sydney)
Turn off the Princes Highway at the roundabout just north of Bomaderry. Continue along this road until you enter
Kangaroo Valley. Pass through the Kangaroo Valley village and then turn left into Mount Scanzi Road. (You can
also take either of the roads in Berry: one at the north end and the other at the south end of the town. These
roads are narrow, winding and slow.)
Mount Scanzi Road, Kangaroo Valley.
Travel along Mount Scanzi Road to the intersection of Mount Scanzi Road and Tallowa Dam Road, about 5 km, then
continue for about 100 metres west of the intersection along Tallowa Dam Road. (At the intersection the road
continues straight ahead as Tallowa Dam Road and Mount Scanzi Road diverts left to the south.)
Coolana is on the right hand (north) side of the road, about 100 metres west of the intersection of Tallowa Dam
Road and Mount Scanzi Road. A sign at the Coolana gate says “S B Walkers”. A track about 400 metres long leads
to the car park. We camp about 600 metres down the hill.
The map shows Tallowa Dam Road (east to west) and the Mount Scanzi Road passing south.

Coolana Entrance

The Coolana gate (on the north side of the road) is just past the third power pole from the intersection of Mount
Scanzi Road and Tallowa Dam Road. The second power pole is a transformer pole with identification numbers
R37652, A37653, OL37654 and IL37655. The third power pole has identification number 1KA064 and a round yellow
board.
Tallowa Dam, located on the Shoalhaven River, is the centerpiece of the Shoalhaven Scheme (a transfer system to
supplement Sydney and Illawarra region's water supply) and was completed in 1977. The reservoir formed by the
dam, Lake Yarrunga, holds approximately 85,500 megalitres. The dam wall is 520 metres long, 32 metres high at
the spillway (RL 56.34 metres AHD) and up to 51.1 metres thick. The catchment area of the Tallowa Dam is
approximately 5620 square kilometres. Tallowa Dam is located along Tallowa Dam Road past Coolana.
Coolana entrance
Mt Scanzi Road junction
power lines above road
Kangaroo Valley Road
Hampton Bridge
Bowral
Sydney via Hume Highway
Sydney via Pacific Highway

0 metres
300 metres
400 metres
5100 metres
6000 metres
46 km
175 km
185 km
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6000 metres
5700 metres
5600 metres
900 metres
0 metres

Kosciuszko
Kosciuszko Huts Update
There is a great article on the early years of recreational development in the KNP – this includes very rare pictures
of Kunama Hutte and the Mt Stilwell Mid station.
http://www.khuts.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=735:main-range-recreationalhistory&catid=51:history&Itemid=81
Up coming tentative Hut maintenance trips are:
21 - 23 Jan - Cootapatamba Hut
24 - 28 Jan – Grey Mare – Maintenance of chimney
31 Jan- 4 Feb – reclad Deskhos Hut
4 March – separate work parties for Pretty Plain Hut and Schlink Hut
4 – 11 April – Cesjacks work party
Contact hmosouth@kosciiszkohuts.org.a to express interest
More information can be found at:
KHA web site: http://www.kosciuszkohuts.org.au/
KHA Blog: http://khuts.org.blog
KHA Forum: http://khuts.org/forum where you can directly interact and have “your say”.
Ian Wolfe
(Your wayward KHA Huts Association Delegate)
0413662370

Wood Skills

Ever wanted to learn how to make shingles or slabs? Early in the New Year a work party will be held at Bullock Head
Hut to make shingles and slabs for the hut. If you would like to be involved could you please contact Megan Bowden
on 02 6947 7000 or alternatively email Megan.Bowden@environment.nsw.gov.au
If you would like to hone your historic timber skills or to learn how to use an adze without removing some toes then
mark the 9 -10th April 2011 in your calendar. A timber skills workshop will be held at historic Currango Homestead.
This workshop is open to all Kosciuszko Huts Association members. Participants at the workshop will be splitting
weatherboards for Old Currango and slabs for 4 Mile Hut.
This workshop is definitely hands on and will allow participants to learn skills in:
→
→
→
→
→

Preserving existing timber;
Selecting and working replacement timber;
Repair techniques;
Using traditional hand tools; and
Passing on and sharing current information and skills.

Old Currango homestead is located on the Eastern side of Tantangara Plain, and is accessible from the Snowy
Mountain Highway via the Tantangara Dam road by 2WD vehicle. Further information can be obtained by
viewing Currango Homestead
There will be limited accommodation as well as camping nearby. If you are interested in being part of this week end please contact KHA President Bob Moon, on telephone number 02 6299 1445 or via email
helenbob@bigpond.net.au
Have you seen the latest issue of the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs Magazine?
If not, you can download it at:
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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SBW has its own “Blog”
Karl Miller
Want to express an “Opinion” on something?
-

Bag or promote a piece of Gear?

-

Find out information on a Route, or pass on insights (learnt the hard way) to others?

-

Rave about a great new One Pot recipe?

-

Give the Committee a “serve”, or lavish them with praise?

-

Politely respond to a “Comment”

If so, to pen your thoughts, visit the Blog site at:
http://sydneybushwalkers.wordpress.com/

Just pick a category, and type away (or start a new conversation).
You can list your name, be anonymous, or select a non de plume. There is a facility to show a photo, but doesn’t
need to be you. Rather, you can use an “Icon” of your own selection (to do this you do need to go to
https://en.wordpress.com/wp-login.php and register an identity, then upload your desired photo/graphic).
If you wish, you can elect to receive email notifications of new “Posts” (but your personal email address is never
disclosed, nor is it accessible).
Sydney Bush Walkers
http://www.sbw.org.au/

Picasa Web Albums and Google Groups
Karl Miller
Picasa Web Albums – We have new, easier way to get your photos available to share on the website. Essentially
you can upload your photos to a Web Album (Picasa) and let us know the link. Many of us are using web albums to
share with family and friends already. Please click on the following link for instructions on how to upload your
photos:
http://www.sbw.org.au/SiteMedia/w3svc853/Uploads/Documents/Picasa%20Web%20Album%20%20Beginners%20Guide.doc
Google Groups - To encourage interactive use of this facility, it is now possible for anyone in the group to create a
message to the whole group (rather than asking Ron to send it out). If you are not on the list (i.e. you aren’t
getting short notice and alteration updates by e-mail), just drop me an e-mail and I’ll add you.
•
•
•
•

Maybe you have want to plan a walk - You could ask "Who has walked in MacDonnells and can point me in
the direction of water here
Maybe you have a day off in the middle of next week. "Hi, I'm heading up to Blackheath next Wed, if you
want to join me on this walk ....
Please Note - No commercial messages, no chain or joke mail to be sent.
Moderation is in place but the message should go out within a few hours.

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database.
This can be found by logging in to the Members Area on our website:
http://www.sbw.org.au/
Then follow the link “Historical Walks Record”.
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from it’s’ inception
to the present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done
there in the past! Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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Interested in Walking in Japan?
Leigh McClintock
I have been walking in Japan for many years, and for the last four years or so I have invited my SBW colleagues to
come with me. In 2010, twelve of us enjoyed two weeks in the Kinki area, where we climbed six mountains and
had a good look at some of Japan’s most famous cultural treasures.
In 2011 I plan to do something almost completely different. I aim to spend most of the time in the Northern Alps,
doing overnight walks and staying in mountain huts. The Alps go up to above 3,000m, and provide some challenging
hiking. The emphasis will definitely be on the walks, but there will still be opportunity for some rewarding
sightseeing at the Kishiwada Danjiri Festival, and at Shirakawa, Takayama and Matsumoto.
The trip dates are 16 Sep to 5 October, but you don’t have to do the whole thing. Come for just a part of it, if you
can’t spare the full three weeks.

The photo is of Kamikochi, probably my favourite place in Japan, and one I plan to revisit in 2011. It was taken in
spring – when we go there won’t be much snow left.
If you would like to know more, please contact me on 8920 2386, or mcclintock@unwired.com.au.

BUSHWALKS WANTED FOR SBW AUTUMN PROGRAM 2011
What bushwalking ideas do you have?
We are so lucky in Sydney. We can easily walk in the mountains close by, in parks that thread their
way into the suburbs of Sydney, along beaches, through rainforest covered mountain ranges or our
awe inspiring Alps.
Those walks you have always wanted to do, those walks others would love to do, SBW needs your
help! We need all trips; easy through to hard. There is also room for trips that look at history,
cultural or environmental issues. Or maybe a gourmets walk!

The Autumn Program is now being compiled;
get those walks to Tony as soon as possible.
Tony Holgate
02 9943 3388 (h) / 0434 968 793 (m)
tholgate@optusnet.com.au
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Summer Social Program
Kathy Gero
ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
AT 8pm UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.

Committee Meeting

Feb 2
7pm

Observers welcome

Feb 9
8pm

Introduction to SBW for intending Prospective members

Feb 16
8pm

New Members Night
Paddling Around Tasmania
Club member, Phil Newman, will give a talk based on his circumnavigation of Tasmania with his
buddy Richard Barnes in 2007. The talk will include the planning, preparation, the actual event and
some learning’s. Should be most interesting and insightful.

COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!
Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social evenings?
Our Social Secretary, Kathryn Gero has changed her email address.
Her new email address is: kathymg73@gmail.com
If you would like to organise a social event for club members contact Kathy and share your ideas with her!

Have you seen the latest Colong Foundation Bulletin?
If not, you can download it from the Colong Foundation website at:
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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